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What is the airspace change process?
• Airspace is a key part of our national infrastructure
• This includes the airspace commercial aircraft use to fly into, out
of and between airports, as well as the military and General
Aviation
• The CAA is responsible for regulating the structure of the
airspace over the UK, in the context of Government policy
• But industry – usually an airport or provider of air traffic control –
initiates any changes
• To make a permanent change they must submit a proposal to
the CAA through our airspace change process
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Our current role in decision-making
on airspace
CAA role

Outside CAA role

• Safety regulation

• Government guidance to CAA
on how we should take
environmental impacts into
account

• Airspace regulation, broadly:
- to publish the UK airspace
structure and approve changes to it
as per statutory duties, Government
Directions, environmental guidance
- to develop policy and strategy on
use and classification of airspace
• Noise research, monitoring and
modelling (ERCD)
• Publish information on effects of
aviation on environment

• National defence /
national security
• EU law
• Flightpath changes where the
‘notified’ airspace is unchanged
• Noise preferential routes
• Compensation schemes
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Why did we review the process?
• CAA needs a rigorous process for ensuring that we can make
robust and lawful decisions about airspace change proposals
• Modernisation means some changes will be significant
• But these may affect where aircraft fly, and so noise impacts…
• …and may also impact airspace users and service providers
where competing demands for a finite resource
• Communities exposed to aircraft noise have been vocal in
expressing opposition to changes they consider unfair
• We need to rebuild confidence in our airspace change process
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An update on progress
• Our consultation on the principles of the new process
(CAP 1389) opened in March 2016 and closed in June 2016
• We analysed 110 responses in detail, measuring how different
stakeholder groups responded on each topic, and detailing the
sentiments and recommendations made in free text questions
• We published our full analysis, and our changes to the process
based on this evidence (CAP 1465), in October 2016
• We have been drafting the new guidance since then, based on
internal workshops and four external workshops with individuals
whose consultation responses were informative and directly
relevant to specific issues (options appraisal, design principles,
environmental assessment and engagement).
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How we adapted our
proposals in the light of
consultation responses
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CURRENT
CURRENT PROCESS
PROCESS
Stage
1 1
Stage

Framework briefing

Stage 2

Proposal development

Stage 3

Preparing for consultation

Stage 4

Stage 5

PROPOSED
PROCESS
NEW PROCESS
Stage 1
DEFINE

Assess requirement

Step 1B

Design principles

DEFINE Gateway

Stage 2
DEVELOP
and ASSESS

Step 2A

Option development

Step 2B

Options appraisal

DEVELOP and ASSESS Gateway

Consultation and formal
proposal submission

Regulatory decision

Step 1A

Stage 3
CONSULT

Step 3A

Consultation preparation

Step 3B

Consultation validation

CONSULT Gateway

Stage 6

Stage 7

Implementation

Step 3C

Commence consultation

Step 3D

Collate & review responses

Stage 4
UPDATE
and SUBMIT

Step 4A

Update design

Step 4B

Submit proposal to CAA

Stage 5
DECIDE

Step 5A

CAA assessment

Step 5B

CAA decision

Operational review

DECIDE Gateway
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Stage 6
IMPLEMENT

Step 6

Stage 7
PIR

Step 7

Implement

Post-implementation review
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Key elements of the new process
Transparency:

Evidence:

CAA more hands-on:

• everything published

• process ‘gateways’

• new online portal

• Impacts assessed in
‘options appraisal’ in
three iterative stages

• design principles

Clarity for sponsors:

No appeal

• Public Evidence
Session

• more guidance

• Draft decision
published for
feedback in some
cases

• better oversight of
engagement

• scaled process
• timelines agreed
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Specific modifications in the light of
consultation feedback
Single ‘one-stop shop’ online portal

Options appraisal : three phased
iterations (initial, developed, final)

Recommended use of a third-party
facilitator for engagement with
stakeholders on design principles and
potentially for formal consultation

Responses to sponsor consultations are
published as they are received and can be
submitted offline for the time being
(sponsor uploads them to online portal)

Formal proposal is published
immediately adhering to a template

KPI for CAA decision time period and
agreed schedules for gateway sign-offs

No ‘oversight committee’

New scaling Levels: ‘M’ for some military
changes, ‘0’ for minor AIP changes

No formal appeal against CAA
decision except JR, but CAA will
publish a draft decision for review
for significant proposals

Consultation on draft guidance before
Easter 2017
Immediate introduction of info pack for
new applicants, and decision template11
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Structure of the new draft guidance
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Structure of the new draft guidance
1a: A permanent change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure

Tier 1
changes to the
‘notified’ airspace
structure
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Structure of the new draft guidance
1a: A permanent change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure

Tier 1

1b: A temporary change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure

changes to the
‘notified’ airspace
structure

1c: A temporary operational trial of a change to the

(normally less than 90 days)
‘notified’ airspace structure (i.e. with the intention of
introducing the change permanently)
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Structure of the new draft guidance
1a: A permanent change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure

Tier 1

1b: A temporary change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure

changes to the
‘notified’ airspace
structure

1c: A temporary operational trial of a change to the

Tier 2
no change to the
‘notified’ airspace
structure

Tier 3
other changes to
air operations

(normally less than 90 days)
‘notified’ airspace structure (i.e. with the intention of
introducing the change permanently)

A change to air traffic control procedures by an ANSP
causing a permanent, planned redistribution of air traffic,
where there is no change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure
A change in airline or airport operations as a result of
weather, commercial decisions, traffic volumes or magnetic
variation, causing a noticeable shift in the distribution of
flights over a period of time
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Structure of the new guidance
• Introduction

Appendices

• Tier 1A Airspace Change Process
for permanent changes

• A – Statement of Need

• Stages 1 to 7

• Tier 1B Temporary changes
• Tier 1C Trials
• Tier 2 Permanent and planned
redistribution of air traffic

• Tier 3 Other changes to air
operations affecting noise impacts

• B – Environmental assessment
• C – Consultation and engagement
• D – Design principles
• E – Options appraisal

• F – Submission of formal proposal
• G – CAA decision criteria
• H – Post-implementation review
• I – Glossary

• Webpages with supporting factual information
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Impact of Government policy proposals
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Impact of Government policy proposals
1a: A permanent change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure

Tier 1

1b: A temporary change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure

changes to the
‘notified’ airspace
structure

1c: A temporary operational trial of a change to the

Tier 2
no change to the
‘notified’ airspace
structure

Tier 3
other changes to
air operations

(normally less than 90 days)
‘notified’ airspace structure (i.e. with the intention of
introducing the change permanently)

A change to air traffic control procedures by an ANSP
causing a permanent, planned redistribution of air traffic,
where there is no change to the ‘notified’ airspace structure
A change in airline or airport operations as a result of
weather, commercial decisions, traffic volumes or magnetic
variation, causing a noticeable shift in the distribution of
flights over a period of time
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Tier 2: Permanent and planned redistribution
of air traffic
• Government recognises that some ATC procedural changes can have
as great an impact as a change in airspace structure

• Examples: - the way aircraft are vectored by air traffic controllers
- the way runway in use is alternated with another runway
• Scope:

- a procedural change likely to cause a redistribution of air
traffic which is sufficient to create a certain level of noise
impact for those on the ground (<7000ft amsl), and
- change is both permanent and planned (MATS Part II amended)

• Government consultation proposes to direct CAA:
- to require ANSP to seek approval for such changes, showing
appropriate engagement with relevant communities
- to assess against s70;
- to develop policy on proportionate change process
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Stakeholder engagement &
consultation
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Engagement within the process
• Focussing on the sponsor’s engagement activity
• Other actors may be engaging at key points too – CAA, DfT, (ICCAN?)
• Presumption of publication – everything is public via the Portal
• What do we mean by:

• Engage – catch-all term covering a variety of activities including but not limited
to the below, can also involve meetings, workshops, town hall meetings etc.
• Consult – formal process seeking input into a decision, undertaken in like with
the Gunning Principles, and government guidance.

• Seek feedback – less formal process seeking input into activities or decisions
that have often already been informed by engagement or consultation
• Inform – providing stakeholders with relevant, timely information in an
understandable fashion via a targeted channel.

• No activity doesn’t mean nothing is happening – preparation, analysis etc
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Revised Process
Stage 1
DEFINE

Step 1A

Assess requirement

Step 1B

Design principles

Sponsor
engagement
activity
Engage
Engage

DEFINE Gateway

Stage 2
DEVELOP
and ASSESS

Step 2A

Option development

Step 2B

Options appraisal

Engage
No activity

Step 3A

Consultation preparation

Step 3B

Consultation validation

No activity
No activity

CONSULT Gateway
Step 3C

Commence consultation

Step 3D

Collate & review responses

Stage 4
UPDATE
and SUBMIT

Step 4A

Update design

Step 4B

Submit proposal to CAA

Stage 5
DECIDE

Step 5A

CAA assessment

Step 5B

CAA decision

Two-way conversations; engagement
records (audience identification; meeting
agendas, attendees, & minutes); explanation
of how design principles were influenced
through stakeholder engagement, reasons
for any differing views, feedback on ‘Level‘
of change
Evidence of engagement exploring options
identified in ‘Initial ‘options appraisal

DEVELOP and ASSESS Gateway

Stage 3
CONSULT

Engagement evidence the
CAA needs to validate for
sponsor to pass the Gateway

Consult
No activity
Inform
Engage

Audience map for consultation plan derived
from ‘Full’ options appraisal. Fully developed
consultation plan, informed by Gunning
principles;draft consultation document (plain
language check) and supporting material;
channels, timescales etc.

FAQs; engagement records; consultation
response categorisation document

No activity
Inform

DECIDE Gateway

Stage 6
IMPLEMENT

Step 6

Implement

Inform

Stage 7
PIR

Step 7

Post-implementation review

Seeking
feedback

‘We asked, you said, we did’ approach to
communicating consultation feedback
including how final proposal and options
appraisal were revised in light of responses.
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Stage 3 – Consult
The Gunning principles:

• Consultation should occur when proposals are at a formative stage;
• Given that consultation happens after several previous stages of engagement and
development, we will be looking for evidence that the consultation is not a foregone
conclusion – open consideration of options and feedback from stakeholders
• Consultations should give sufficient reasons for any proposal to permit intelligent
consideration; and
• Consultations should allow adequate time for consideration and response.

Consulting the right audience, giving them the right information and enough
time to provide effective, useful feedback, making clear that a consultation is not
a referendum

‘Live’ publication of responses to enhance transparency and inform audiences
Categorising responses:
• Those that may lead to a change in the design
• Those that do not (including those raising issues outside sponsor’s control
like government policy)
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Stage 7 – Post Implementation Review
•

New approach to post-implementation review

•

Still one year after the change is implemented

•

CAA defines data requirements in decision document

•

Portal used to collect evidence from stakeholders on impact of the change

•

Similar approach to consultation stage:
• Sponsor required to categorise and assess stakeholder responses
• But feedback period shorter, as feedback is expected to be less formal
and can be collected during the course of the year

•

CAA reviews sponsor’s report… outcomes can include:
• Accepting the change
• Modifying and re-reviewing the original change
• Reversing the change
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Design principles
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Design principles
What?
• Principles that describe the qualities a change should seek to achieve, such
as (but not limited to) local priorities and tradeoffs regarding the distribution of
noise.
Why?
• Different local areas will have different geographies, population distribution,
environmental considerations, economic considerations, and so on.
• To apply a local context to changes, including the preferences and
expectations of different stakeholders, a local conversation is needed to
establish a qualitative framework for the design of the change.
What will the CAA look for?
• Shortlist of principles to inform the development of airspace design options
and against which they can be qualitatively evaluated.
• A record of design principles that were suggested by stakeholders but not
shortlisted for the final set of principles, with reasoning as to why .
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Design principles
Questions that might be used to structure conversation
• Noise and carbon emissions must both be considered between 4,000 and
7,000 ft; should one of these be prioritised within that height of airspace for
this change?
• Are there noise sensitive buildings that should be avoided, (i.e. hospitals,
care homes, schools, higher education establishments)?
• How should the minimisation of overflight, or of night noise, or the difference
between multiple respite routes and single routes be traded off against one
another?
• If multiple routes are considered in order to provide respite, what might
constitute a sufficient period of respite?
• How should the needs of passengers be considered alongside the needs of
communities at different times of day?
• Are there areas in which efficiency (shorter or faster routes) take precedence
and areas in which other factors should take precedence?
• Are there any areas of tranquillity or biodiversity which should be noted?
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Technical design principles
• The design of any airspace structure/Instrument Flight Procedure
must conform to various National/International Standards and
Recommended Practices.
• Take into account safety, aircraft and air traffic systems technical
capability.
• That said, there are many design techniques available to airspace
designers.
• CAA Guidance contained in CAP 1378 – Airspace Design Guidance:
Noise Mitigation Considerations when Designing PBN Departure
and Arrival Procedures
• It follows, therefore, that a sponsor should be able to justify the
techniques being applied, especially where those techniques have a
direct impact on local communities.
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Options appraisal
What to expect in the
process and guidance
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What does this task involve?
• Thinking broadly about solutions to your ‘Statement of Need’
• Assessing a long list of options to deliver the need

• Detailed analysis on a short list of credible options
• Consulting on the short list options
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Stages of options appraisal
In our consultation we set out that there would be various stages of
options appraisal. An initial appraisal conducted by parties at the
outset, a full appraisal for consultation and a final appraisal which
is submitted to the CAA.
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PROPOSED PROCESS
Stage 1
DEFINE

1A

Assess requirement

1B

Design principles

DEFINE Gateway

Stage 2
DEVELOP
and ASSESS

initial appraisal

2A

Option development

2B

Options appraisal

DEVELOP and ASSESS Gateway

Stage 3
CONSULT

3A

Consultation preparation

3B

Consultation validation

CONSULT Gateway

final appraisal

3C

Commence consultation

3D

Collate and review responses

Stage 4
UPDATE
and SUBMIT

4A

Update design

4B

Submit proposal to CAA

Stage 5
DECIDE

5A

CAA assessment

5B

CAA decision

full appraisal

DECIDE Gateway

Stage 6
IMPLEMENT

6

Implement

Stage 7
PIR

7

Post-implementation review
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What will we expect for each stage?
HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES
LONG LIST OF OPTIONS

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF LONG LIST
SHORT LISTED OPTIONS
QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF SHORT LIST
FULL ANALYSIS OF SHORT LIST OPTIONS
PREFERRED OPTION
MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING CONSULTATION
PROPOSED OPTION

INITIAL

FULL

REVISED
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What to assess?
Communities

Wider society

General
Aviation

Commercial
Airlines

Airport / ANSPs

Noise impact on
Health and
quality of life

Greenhouse gas
impact

Access

Economic impact
from increased
effective capacity

Infrastructure
costs

Air quality

Capacity/
Resilience

Economic impact
from increased
effective capacity

Fuel Burn

Operational costs

Fuel Burn

Training costs

Deployment costs

OTHER
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How to assess?
• WebTAG

• Greenbook
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Environmental assessment
requirements
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Extracts from the DfT’s consultation –
points of interest
• “Our noise policy is to limit, and where possible, reduce the
number of people significantly affected by aircraft noise. To
be consistent with this, priority should be given to reducing
significant impacts rather than the number of people who will
experience some aircraft noise.”
• There should be explicit consideration of design options that
compare single routes with multiple routes. It is not only
environmental (i.e. noise) impacts that are considered when
making this comparison.
• The need to assess “permanent and planned redistribution”
(PPR) of traffic.
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Extracts from the DfT’s consultation –
points of interest (cont.)
• The criteria for the Secretary of State to “call-in” an
airspace change proposal are that:
• it is considered to be of strategic national importance and was not
linked to a planning decision which had already been determined
by the SofS; or
• the proposal could have a significant impact (positive or negative)
on UK economic growth; or
• it could lead to a change in noise distribution resulting in a 10,000
net increase in the number of people subjected to a noise level of
at least 54 dB LAeq 16hr as well as having an identified adverse
impact on health and quality of life.

• Some elements of the CAA’s guidance will be dependent
upon the final DfT policies and guidance.
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Environmental requirements – what will
be different?
• Consideration of environmental factors from the outset –
via Design Principles and earlier community engagement.
• Greater efforts at transparency and explaining noise
impacts in meaningful terms.
• Using the DfT’s WebTAG as part of the Options Appraisal.
This will capture the health impacts of noise.
• Changes to Leq contour threshold – noise taken account
of above 51 dBA day-time, 45 dBA night-time.
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Environmental requirements – what will
be different? (cont.)
• The concept of “secondary” or “communication” indicator
– primarily used as a means of better explaining noise
impacts. For example:
• N65 contours (day-time) and N60 contours (night-time)

• Overflight metric – only illustrates “overflight” not noise

• Explicit demonstration of consideration by the sponsor,
even if the conclusion is “no impact”.
• The draft ANG proposes consideration of noise impacts
for trials; no similar requirements proposed for temporary
changes.
• The draft ANG proposes a requirement for sponsors of
PPRs to assess noise impacts if below 7,000ft.
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Environmental requirements – what will
be the same?
• The main environmental impacts to be considered are all the
same – noise, CO2 emissions, local air quality, tranquillity
• Leq contours as the key noise indicator
• The need to establish a baseline, and consider impacts both
upon implementation and at a future date
• The DfT’s altitude-based priorities – and this guides our
Scalability Levels for scaling the assessment requirements
• The ability to scale the assessment requirements depending
on the scale of the likely impact – but the new process will
have clearer guidance on when that scalability will apply and
what it will entail
• Traffic forecasts – but for a period of at least ten years.
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Next steps
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Next steps: CAA consults on revised
guidance before Easter 2017
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Any questions?
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